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Paul,
Your spirit was with me last night, but I sent you away.
When you are going to be attacked in Israel, its at the hotel.
Not at the concert.
They let you do your job first and than blow you away.
They want to write history, thus they try to make history complete first, before assasinating you.
Assasination of John Lennon is in the media again.
Take it as a sign of Gods & Goddeses.
Mine meeting of G & G.
You meeting is a little selfish.

They way you get payed is of utmost importance in this deal.
When the Israel-governmetn pays you..., you are worse of than when you have to invest your own oney first...and
earn it bakc by selling tickets.
You must understand today 'which system in my body predicts the future'
You can take it up and implement it..or you can have yourself killed.
Or kill relationships.
Something is about to happen.
UN Ban Ki-moon & UNHCHR close dirty deals with the International Criminal Court
= they are ALL dictators who decide on 'who to live and who to die'.
I can't tell 'who is with me' in ALL countries.

Look Paul....
When you make Love to Me, I start to cry.
Tears, for the New world I need.
Many other war-victums need.
But, when you are going to kill yourself & others, I shall not cry for you. Because you look down on the intelligence of
war-victums.
I asked the Kremlin to investigate on the dirty deals between UN & ICC.
But the result will be too late for you!

Do you notice that the Beatlefanclub in NL is not so impressed by the Israel-concert either?
Thats because we are Dutch and we do have a clear vision about the genration of war.
ALL red flags are here...
If you want to cause war, go ahead.
I shall never Love you again.
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